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Abstract

Air Mobility Command (AMC) has made considerable improvements to
reduce fuel consumption over the years, but failed to account for temperature effects
in their efficiency equations. The purpose of this research was to analyze the effects of
temperature on fuel consumption during different times of the day and months of the
year. To accomplish this, the researcher created a temperature model for Charleston
Air Force Base (AFB) for all months of the year, and modeled the fuel consumption
for a four-hour training flight profile for each hour of the day. After analysis, it is
imperative that Charleston AFB alter its training flight schedules to increase fuel
efficiency and reduce fuel consumption. Recommendations for policy options include
decreasing the amount of day training flights and increasing the amount of night
training flights, decreasing the amount of summer training flights (May through
August) and increasing the amount of winter training flights (November through
February), and applying a similar methodology to ALL flights originating from
Charleston AFB. Though C-17 flights at Charleston AFB were the focus of this study,
the findings should benefit all C-17 operating locations and other aircraft operated by
AMC and the United States Air Force.
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ALTERING FLIGHT SCHEDULES FOR INCREASED FUEL EFFICIENCY

I. Introduction

General Issue

The United States Air Force (USAF) is the largest user of aviation fuel in the
Department of Defense (DoD), and air mobility operations consume the greatest
amount. Rising energy costs consume an increasing percentage of the DoD annual
budget, and left unchecked, will decrease the ability to modernize Mobility Air Forces
(MAF) weapon systems and to upgrade facilities (HQ AMC, 2014). The Air Force
Energy Strategic Plan established the USAF’s primary energy goal, a 10 percent
efficiency improvement by the year 2020. Fiscal year 2011 was the baseline for
measuring progress towards this fuel efficiency goal (Donley and Welsh, 2013).
Air Mobility Command (AMC) uses sortie length (flight time) and cargo weight
to predict fuel consumption for the baseline year 2011, and recent years have shown a
trend of declining actual fuel consumption when contrasted against the predicted fuel
consumption regression from the baseline year. However, actual fuel burn is above
the regression’s predicted fuel burn average for flights between the months of June and
August. We hypothesize that temperature’s effect on fuel consumption is missing
from the equations, and the potential exists to save a significant amount of money by
altering flight patterns to avoid flying during the hottest times of the day.
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Problem Statement
To support the Air Force Energy Strategic Plan, AMC established five key
factors that affect aircraft fuel consumption: 1) changes in force structure, 2) policies
put in place that effect the number of hours flown, 3) the number of user requirements
supported by MAF aircraft, 4) process efficiencies, and 5) fuel burn rate efficiency.
AMC has made considerable improvements in each area, and has saved over 533
million gallons of fuel and 1.9 billion dollars in fiscal year 2012 and 2013 (HQ AMC,
2014). Though the MAF has made significant progress towards reducing the amount of
fuel consumed since fiscal year 2011, they are still in need of further reductions.
AMC uses the following equation to establish a baseline upon which future
improvements are measured.
Efficiency = (Predicted Burn Rate – Actual Burn Rate) / Actual Burn Rate

(1)

Predicted Burn Rate comes from a regression equation developed by AMC/A3F,
and Actual Burn Rate is reported either by the aircrews via the AMC Fuel Efficiency
Office’s Air Force Fuel Tracker or aircraft maintainers via GO81 (a maintenance
database). Compared to fiscal year 2011, fiscal year 2012 and fiscal year 2013 have
shown C-17 fuel burn improvements of 2.3% and 2.8% over the baseline year as seen
in Figure 1 below (HQ AMC, 2014). That said, there is an apparent increase in actual
fuel burn during the summer months of June through August. Why is fuel efficiency
the least during the summer months? Should AMC alter flight schedules to reduce fuel
consumption during this period? What, if any, are the consequences of altering the
flight schedules?

2

Figure 1. Fuel Burn Rate Efficiency Deltas (HQ AMC, 2014)

The purpose of this study is to analyze the effects of temperature on fuel
consumption during different times of the day and months of the year. If significant,
the findings of this study should be applied not only to the C-17 community, but also
to all other aircraft flown by AMC. By adjusting flight schedules to take advantage of
temperature effects, AMC will be one-step closer to the USAF’s primary energy goal
of a 10 percent improvement by 2020.
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Research Questions and Hypotheses
The overall objective of this research is to determine if it is beneficial for AMC to
alter flight schedules to reduce fuel consumption. The research questions addressed in
this paper include:

1. What are the optimal times during the day to schedule flights to minimize fuel
consumption?
2. How are optimal times effected by the month of the year?

The researcher hypothesizes that AMC is not scheduling flights during the optimal
times of the day to minimize fuel consumption, and that there is a potential for significant
cost savings within AMC and the USAF by making a concerted effort to shift flight times
away from the hottest times of the day.
Research Focus
Figure 2 below shows the cost of MAF fuel consumption in fiscal year 2011,
fiscal year 2012, and fiscal year 2013. Clearly, the C-17 is responsible for the highest
gallons of fuel consumed, and the highest corresponding fuel costs. As a result, this
research believes the largest cost savings would be realized by focusing on this aircraft.
Using historical fuel, cargo, and flight data from the AMC Fuel Efficiency Office’s Air
Force Fuel Tracker, and historical temperature data for locations of emphasis, I
analyzed whether AMC could save money by altering flight schedules to reduce flying
during the hottest times of the day and/or the hottest months of the year. The analysis
used Microsoft Excel 2010®. Though C-17 flights were the focus of this study, the
findings of this study should benefit all other aircraft flown by AMC.
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Figure 2. MAF Fuel Cost by Aircraft (HQ AMC, 2014)
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II. Literature Review

This literature review examines current DoD, USAF, and Major Command
(MAJCOM) energy policies and guidance. It then addresses the regression equations
currently used by AMC to assess fuel burn rate changes against a baseline year. Next,
it will discuss the effects that temperature has on aircraft performance, with the focus
being mainly on the C-17. The weather section also includes methods used by the Air
Force Weather Agency to report and model weather, and examines current flying
practices at a select C-17 Airlift Wing (AW).
Energy Policies and Guidance
The Secretary of Defense publishes the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR)
every four years, which outlines policy for the DoD. The current QDR, published by
Secretary Chuck Hagel, prioritizes three strategic pillars: 1) defending the homeland,
2) building security globally by projecting United States influence and deterring
aggression, and 3) remaining prepared to win decisively against any adversary should
deterrence fail (Hagel, 2014). In order to remain prepared to win decisively against
any adversary, we must continue to innovate, especially during these times of fiscal
restraint. Innovation is not only required in the technologies the United States
develops, but also in how our forces operate (Hagel, 2014). The DoD currently
accounts for 80 percent of the energy consumption within the Federal Government
(Donley and Welsh, 2013). Our actions to increase energy and water security will
make us a stronger and more effective fighting force. In response to the QDR, the
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USAF developed its own comprehensive energy strategy.
USAF Energy Strategic Plan.
The Air Force alone accounts for 48 percent of the total DoD energy
consumption, and slightly more than 50 percent of the total DoD energy costs. The
vast majority of the Air Force energy consumption and cost is for aviation fuel, which
equates to approximately 2.5 billion gallons of fuel annually (Donley and Welsh,
2013). Current and potential concepts of operations require more fuel and energy than
previous generations, which carries significant strategic and operational risks and
consequences if the Air Force is not prepared.
In response, former Secretary of the Air Force Michael Donley and USAF Chief
of Staff General Mark Welsh developed the USAF Energy Strategic Plan to improve
on its ability to manage supply and demand in a way that enhances mission capability
and readiness. The plan focuses on four priorities: 1) improve resiliency, 2) reduce
demand, 3) assure supply, and 4) foster an energy aware culture (see Table 1 below).
As part of reducing demand, the USAF is looking to focus on operational and
logistical efficiencies as a way to improve its energy security posture while enhancing
mission effectiveness, with the goal to improve aviation energy efficiency across all
aircraft types by focusing on training and operational effectiveness through innovation
and cost-effective investments. The current USAF objective is to improve aviation
energy efficiency by 10 percent by the year 2020, using fiscal year 2011 as a baseline,
and it hopes to share best practices with its domestic and international partners for
efficient fuel usage (Donley and Welsh, 2013).
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Table 1. USAF Energy Strategic Plan Priorities (Donley and Welsh, 2013)

The Air Force hopes that as energy awareness increases, new ideas and
methodologies for operating more efficiently will emerge and push the Air Force
towards energy security and sustainability. Pilots, facility energy managers, and
operations group commanders make every day decisions to reduce demand for energy
(Donley and Welsh, 2013). The Air Force Aviation Operations Energy Plan details the
specific energy initiatives the Air Force is implementing for aviation.
Air Force Aviation Operations Energy Plan.
Realizing the need to integrate energy awareness into Air Force operations from
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policy guidance contained within Air Force Instructions and Policy Memoranda, to
flight procedures implemented at the squadron level, the Air Force released the
Aviation Operations Energy Plan (Air Force, 2010). The Aviation Operations Energy
Plan aligns with the Strategic Energy Plan. It is comprised of four “pillars”: 1)
provide leadership in energy management, 2) fly and operate efficiently, 3) instill
energy awareness, and 4) maximize the use of technology for fuel efficiency (see
Figure 3 below). The Air Force is relying on all of its Airmen to recognize and create
opportunities to conserve energy.

Figure 3. Air Force Aviation Operations Energy Plan Pillars (Air Force, 2010)
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Aviation operations involve multiple decision points that influence energy
consumption rates. Answering important fuel questions (i.e. desired recovery fuel,
flying during a different time of day to consume less fuel, etc.) during the planning
phase can result in significant fuel conservation. Another objective is to use simulator
capability to the maximum extent possible. The emergence of high fidelity simulators
(i.e. the C-17 simulator) enhances training capabilities by allowing training in a range
of mission scenarios, and in turn reduces fuel used for training flights and exercises
(Air Force, 2010). Additionally, flight simulators assist in extending airframe life
cycles and reduce the number of airframes required for training, which frees more
aircraft for real-world missions.
It is incumbent upon Air Force leadership to modify standard operating
procedures, and encourage a culture of energy conservation for all Airmen to follow.
Of the different types of aviation operations, aviation mobility consumes the largest
amount of fuel by far (see Figure 4 below). This research will review AMC’s plan for
reduced fuel consumption.

Figure 4. Aviation Operations Energy Utilization (Air Force, 2010)
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AMC’s 2020 Fuel Consumption Metrics.
Air mobility operations consume the largest amount of aviation fuel in the Air
Force, and left unchecked, could decrease the ability to modernize MAF weapons
systems and upgrade facilities. In the past, mission effectiveness was AMC’s primary
concern, but now, their concern is for operations to be as efficient as effectiveness
allows (HQ AMC, 2014). According to AMC, the five key factors that affect aircraft
fuel consumption are: 1) changes in force structure, 2) policies put in place that effect
the number of hours flown, 3) the number of user requirements supported by MAF
aircraft, 4) process efficiencies, and 5) fuel burn rate efficiency (HQ AMC, 2014).
Changes in force structure relates to the number of aircraft in the MAF, otherwise
known as the Total Aircraft Inventory (TAI). As AMC reduces the fleets of older
aircraft (i.e. C-5, KC-135) and increases fleets of newer aircraft (i.e. C-17), they
calculate the estimated change in fuel consumption due to these force structure
changes (HQ AMC, 2014).
Policy changes refers to decisions made by leadership that either increase or
decrease the programmed flight hours. Examples of policy changes that AMC has
used include reduced crew ratios, putting aircraft into the Backup Aircraft Inventory
(BAI), and reduced copilot seasoning rates (HQ AMC, 2014). AMC is also attempting
to extract more fuel efficiency through the increased use of flight simulators for crew
training and efficiency, optimized cargo loads, decreased amount of empty legs, and
reduced aircraft weight (McAndrews, 2010).
Requirements changes refers to all flight activity flown above the MAF
programmed levels. Figure 5 below shows the C-5 has been flying near the
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programmed level for all three years depicted, the C-17 and C-130 have reduced flying
hours to the programmed level, and the KC-10 and KC-135 were both overflying their
programs. A reduction of requirements for the C-5, C-17, or C-130 would not
necessarily correspond to a reduction in flying hours or fuel consumption unless there
are additional policies or force structure changes, as those aircraft will fly their hours
in some other venue to season their pilots. Reducing requirements for the KC-10 or
KC-135 would result in reduced flight hours and fuel consumption (HQ AMC, 2014).

Figure 5. Hours Flown Above Programmed Levels (HQ AMC, 2014)
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Process efficiencies save fuel or avoid the consumption of fuel, but do not affect
aircraft burn rates. Examples of process efficiencies include utilized ground refueling
stops in lieu of air refueling, polar overflights, and optimized diplomatic cleared
routings to shorten mission flight times (HQ AMC, 2014). The next section discusses
fuel burn rate efficiency, but the fiscal year 2012 and 2013 AMC fuel savings in
gallons and dollars can be seen in Tables 2 and 3 below.

Table 2. MAF Fuel Savings in Gallons (HQ AMC, 2014)

Table 3. MAF Fuel Savings in Dollars (HQ AMC, 2014)

Fuel Burn Rate Efficiency
Figure 6 below shows the relationships between aircraft fuel burn and sortie
length and aircraft fuel burn and cargo weight. It is clear that sortie length or cargo
weight alone cannot describe fuel burn rates for MAF aircraft. In response, AMC
created regression equations for eight Mission Design Series (MDS) aircraft (C-17, C-
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5A/C, C-5B, C-5M, C-130H, C-130J, KC-10, and KC-135) to describe the relationship
between sortie length and cargo weight for Channel flights, Special Assignment Airlift
Mission (SAAM) flights, Contingency flights, Training flights, Exercise flights, and
Other flights. To build the regressions, five independent variables were used to predict
fuel consumption: 1) sortie length (hours), 2) sortie length squared (hours squared), 3)
cargo weight (thousands of pounds), 4) cargo weight squared (thousands of pounds
squared), and 5) sortie length multiplied by cargo weight (hours multiplied by
thousands of pounds). Figure 7 below plots predicted fuel consumption against actual
fuel consumption for C-17 SAAM flights, and the regression outputs for all C-17
categories are located in Appendix A. The R-Squared values for C-17 categories
range from 0.954 – 0.987, which shows that the independent variables used to predict
C-17 fuel consumption are extremely accurate (HQ AMC, 2014).

Figure 6. Fuel Burn vs. Sortie Length and Cargo Weight (HQ AMC, 2014)
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Figure 7. C-17 SAAM Predicted vs. Actual Fuel Consumption (HQ AMC, 2014)

In order to interpret the figures above, AMC expresses the difference between
the predicted fuel burn rate and the actual burn rate as a percentage to calculate fuel
burn rate efficiency for the baseline year of 2011. Looking at equation 1, predicted
burn rates must be higher than actual burn rates to have a positive resulting percentage.
However, Figure 8 below shows decreased, and in some cases negative, percentages of
fuel burn rate efficiency for C-17 flights between the months of June and August.
Why do sortie length and cargo weight fail to accurately predict fuel consumption
during these summer months? Temperature has an effect on fuel consumption, and is
missing from the regression equations.
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Figure 8. C-17 Burn Rate Efficiency by Month (HQ AMC, 2014)

Effects of Temperature on Fuel Consumption
When referencing an aircraft Technical Order (TO) to determine performance
capabilities, the figures and/or charts assume a standard atmosphere, which is 29.92
inches of mercury at 15 degrees Celsius (59 degrees Fahrenheit) at sea level. However,
rarely will an aircraft actually operate under conditions that approximate the standard
atmosphere. Any increase in temperature or altitude equates to a corresponding decrease
in air density, which in turn decreases aircraft performance. As a result, on a hot day, an
aircraft will not be able to carry as much payload, and will require a longer runway to
takeoff, have a poorer rate of climb, have a faster approach speed, and experience a
longer landing roll.
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Effects of Temperature on C-17 Performance.
According to Air Force TO 1C-17A-1, temperatures above standard day will
decrease rate of climb, and consequently increase time to climb, fuel to climb, and
distance to climb. Additionally, at temperatures above 30 degrees Celsius (87 degrees
Fahrenheit), C-17 maximum thrust decreases with increasing ambient temperature and
altitude; intermediate and maximum continuous thrust settings are also flat rated, and
climb gradient decreases above this temperature (see Figure 9 below).

Figure 9. Flat Rated Engine (Air Force, 2013)

Air Force TO 1C-17A-1-1, the C-17 performance manual, reiterates the effect
temperature has on C-17 climb performance, and each chart provided in Part 4 (Enroute
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Climb) has correction grids to account for other than standard day temperatures. See
Figure 10 below for the expected differences in time, distance, and fuel to climb when
other than standard day. For example, a 20,000-pound fuel to climb at standard day
could increase to 27,500 pounds at 30 degrees Celsius (87 degrees Fahrenheit), or 39,000
pounds at 35 degrees Celsius (95 degrees Fahrenheit).

Figure 10. Effect of Temperature on Fuel Burned During Climb (Air Force, 2013)
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Also worth noting from Air Force TO 1C-17A-1-1 is that temperatures above
standard day plus 10 degrees Celsius (77 degrees Fahrenheit) result in a degradation in
cruise and service ceiling capability, which results in an increased fuel burn for flying at
lower altitudes. For every 10 degrees Celsius increase from standard day, the specific
range and integrated range capabilities reduce by 1 percent, the fuel flow increases by 3
percent, and the integrated time capability decreases by 3 percent. Finally, the decrease
in available thrust from increased temperatures results in an increased flap index used for
final approach and landing.
As stated earlier, the ability to answer important fuel questions (i.e. whether to fly
during a different time of day to consume less fuel) during the mission planning phase
can result in significant fuel conservation. The Air Force has multiple weather reporting
and modeling applications available for aircrews to plan around the higher temperatures,
and the next section will discuss a few of them.
Air Force Weather Reporting and Modeling.
In the 1990s, the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) developed a reengineering
plan to provide more accurate, timely, and relevant weather support to the warfighter.
The result was an alignment into 2 strategic centers (AFWA and Air Force Combat
Climatology Center), 8 Operational Weather Squadrons (OWS), and 219 Combat
Weather Teams (CWT). Currently, most OWS are aligned with Numbered Air Force
(NAF) headquarters or MAJCOMs, but they are designed to shift seamlessly underneath
the Warfighting Headquarters (WFHQ) if required (AFWA, 2005). AFWA provides
multiple benefits to the MAF, and Computer Flight Plans (CFP) and temperature
modeling are a few of them.
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The ability to use meteorological information, such as wind and temperature,
allows CFP systems to improve the accuracy of flight plans and air navigation, and
improve safety of flight. Additionally, fuel optimized CFPs result in a savings in fuel
costs. Today, the military services operate two flight-planning systems. AMC runs the
Advanced Computer Flight Plan (ACFP) system for the Air Force, and the Navy’s Fleet
Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center runs the Optimum Path Aircraft
Routing System (OPARS) (AFWA, 2005).
The ACFP contains aircraft-specific information, such as engine performance
data, which use weather information as one input. To ensure the most accurate weather
information, wind and temperature fields from the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric
Prediction System (NOGAPS) model running at AFWA are sent to AMC for use in CFP
production. The ACFP has shown an improvement over previous CFP systems of 2.8
percent in fuel savings and a 2.3 percent reduction in flight time, and the potential exists
to reduce fuel consumption by an additional 1 to 2 percent when integrated with the
Worldwide Aeronautical Route Planner (WARP) to provide three-dimensional optimum
route selection (AFWA, 2005).
There are three methods to submit flight plan requests to the ACFP systems. The
first method is the Web-based interface, which accesses ACFP via a Secure Socket Layer
(SSL) connection to the ACFP server. The second method is the client-server interface,
which allows users to work offline and then submit flight plan requests via the Webbased server. The third method is the Web services capability, which allows external
systems, such as Portable Flight Planning Software (PFPS), to request wind and
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temperature data from ACFP (HQ AMC, 2005). All three methods are capable of
receiving AFWA wind and temperature data.
NOGAPS wind and temperature data passes through AFWA, and is provided in a
1-degree grid format, updated every 12 hours to provide the most accurate and current
upper air weather data, and covers 96 hours into the future. This is the ideal model to use
when planning using ACFP. For weather input beyond 96 hours, ACFP uses AFWA
climatological (CLIMO) weather data in its calculations. CLIMO provides weather
based on monthly averages, is updated approximately every five years, and the weather
for every day in any given month is the same (HQ AMC, 2005). When combining
accurate weather data with ACFP’s ability to compute flight plans for optimum fuel, one
can see how such fuel savings have been realized. Another service provided by AFWA,
temperature modeling, can aid aircrews in determining the optimal times of the day to fly.
Airfields at deployed locations in the Middle East typically see temperatures in
excess of 48 degrees Celsius (120 degrees Fahrenheit), or 33 degrees Celsius above
standard day. Changes in density altitude during the hot days were restricting the
performance of KC-135 aircraft operating out of an airfield in Qatar, resulting in less
available power, thrust, and lift. Because of these losses, the tankers were carrying lower
fuel loads than calculated during mission planning so they could safely takeoff, which
affected fuel offloads to fighter aircraft and total flight time availability to provide airrefueling support. In response, the Air Force Combat Climatology Center provided
summarized temperature and pressure data for that airfield to the mission planners, which
allowed them to improve their aircraft gross weight calculations to better support the
fight (AFWA, 2005).
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There are multiple acceptable methods to model temperature. Figure 11 below
illustrates the impact that Latitude has on average monthly temperature at sea level, using
temperature data compiled by the University of Delaware between 1981 and 2010. Note
that temperatures hardly vary from month to month nearest the equator, vary slightly with
increased Latitude South of the Equator, and vary greater with increased Latitude North
of the Equator. Regression equations were created, using this temperature data, to
determine the average temperature for Latitude for each month (Reiman, 2014).

Figure 11. Average Monthly Sea Level Temperature vs. Latitude (Reiman, 2014)
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Another method to model temperature is to display hourly temperature, by month,
for a particular airfield. Figure 12 below illustrates hourly temperatures for Charleston
AFB, one of the larger C-17 bases, during November of 2010. Note the coolest hourly
temperatures observed are between 0100 and 0700 local time, and is approximately 36
degrees Fahrenheit (2 degrees Celsius). The highest hourly temperature observed is at
1600 local time, and is approximately 69 degrees Fahrenheit (20 degrees Celsius).

Figure 12. Charleston AFB Hourly Temperature, November 2010

Referencing the literature above, an objective of the USAF Energy Strategic Plan
was to share best practices with domestic and international partners for efficient fuel
usage. One practice that Continental Airlines has adopted is to schedule certain flights to
takeoff later at night, to reduce fuel costs associated with the cooler temperatures
(Lesinski, 2011). Figure 13 below shows the midpoint time of C-17 Training flights
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operating out of Charleston AFB during November of 2010. Significant fuel savings
could be achieved if Charleston were to shift the midpoint time earlier or later to avoid
flying during the hottest time of the day, and the savings could be even greater during the
hotter summer months.

Figure 13. Midpoint Times of C-17 Training Flights, November 2010

Multiple other gains are possible by flying during cooler times of the day.
Examples of these gains include reduced Critical Field Length (CFL) required for
takeoff, the ability to carry more payload, higher rate of climb, slower approach speed,
shorter landing roll, and increased aircraft performance in general for desired maneuvers
(i.e. threat reactions and maneuvering). The next section will detail the methodology
used to determine whether AMC should alter flight schedules to avoid flying during the
hottest times of the day.
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III. Methodology

Methodology of the Model
A historical review of the AMC Fuel Efficiency Office’s Air Force Fuel Tracker
yielded 153,501 C-17 flights that occurred between October 2010 and April 2014.
After filtering the flights by departure location, the home station C-17 AFB with the
highest number of records was Charleston AFB with 8,665. A great deal of
information was needed from a variety of sources to: 1) develop an effective
temperature model for Charleston AFB for all months of the year, 2) model the fuel
consumption for a four-hour flight profile for each hour of the day, and 3) show the
differences in fuel consumption when compared against a baseline time of day. The
methodology begins with the development of a temperature model for Charleston
AFB.
Charleston AFB Temperature Model
The intent of the Charleston AFB temperature model is to estimate the hourly
weather for each month of the year. The model obtained historic weather information
from the Weather Underground database (http://www.wunderground.com). This
website contains an almanac of complete historic hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly
weather information by location, and has temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind
direction and speed, precipitation, and sky condition for the time in question. From
the Weather Underground homepage, enter “Charleston Air Force Base-International”
in the search panel at the top, and click the “View Calendar Forecast” hyperlink
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halfway down the Charleston page. From this page, the researcher collected four
years’ worth of daily data beginning on January 1st, 2011.
Each “Weather History Date” contained a complete hourly weather history for
Charleston AFB on the dates of interest. To make sense of this data, the researcher
clicked the “Comma Delimited File” hyperlink at the bottom of the page, copied all
daily data, and pasted the data into Microsoft Excel 2010®. He then created a tab for
each calendar month, and delimited all monthly data using the “Text to Columns”
function from the “Data” tab once consolidated. In total, this methodology collected
39,445 rows of data for each day between January 1 st, 2011, and December 31st, 2014.
For each calendar month, the researcher created additional columns to convert
temperature from degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius, and the time of each
observation from Eastern Standard Time to hour to the hundredth decimal place.
Using Equation 2 below, he created 12 regression equations (one for each month) to
predict degrees Celsius at Charleston AFB for every hour of the day. Figure 14 displays
a sample of the regression methodology for the month of July (the remaining regression
equations are located in Appendix B).
2𝜋𝑡

ά = β0 + β1t + β2 sin (

𝐿

2𝜋𝑡

) + β3 cos (

𝐿

) + β4 sin (

4𝜋𝑡
𝐿

where ά = degrees Celsius, t = time in hours, and L = 24 hours
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4𝜋𝑡

) + β5 cos (

𝐿

)
(2)

Figure 14. July Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Model

The degrees Celsius equation for July contains an R-Squared value of 0.52, with
a minimum regression value of 24.43 degrees Celsius at approximately 5:00 AM and a
maximum regression value of 31.15 degrees Celsius at approximately 2:00 PM. The
difference between the minimum and maximum value is 6.72 degrees Celsius, which
results in an average increase or decrease of 0.56 degrees Celsius per hour throughout
the day. Figure 15 displays the results of the July regression equation, compared to the
3,328 data points between 2011 and 2014. Note that the regression equation appears
to follow the average value of the data points for each hour, which makes sense
considering data for all days in July (cooler average temperatures in the beginning of
the month versus warmer average temperatures at the end) are included.
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Figure 15. July Charleston AFB Temperature Scatterplot

Table 4 below provides a summary of the results from the regression equations
for each hour of the day at Charleston AFB throughout the year. On average, 5:00 AM
yields the coolest temperature of the day and 2:00 PM yields the warmest temperature
of the day. January at 6:00 AM registers the coolest temperature of the year (6.14
degrees Celsius), and July at 2:00 PM registers the warmest temperature of the year
(31.15 degrees Celsius). Following the modeling of temperature, the methodology
will next model the fuel consumption for a four-hour flight profile at Charleston AFB.
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Table 4. Summary of the 12 Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Equations

Charleston AFB Fuel Consumption Model
After completion of the temperature model for Charleston AFB, the researcher
developed a model to estimate the fuel consumption for a four-hour C-17 flight profile
at different temperatures. The methodology selected the four-hour flight duration
because the scheduled time for the average C-17 training flight at Charleston AFB
between October 2010 and April 2014 was 4.17 hours, with an actual time of 3.71
hours. The researcher planned the flight using Combat Flight Planning Software
(CFPS), the primary route-planning interface for C-17 crews; CFPS uses aircraft
performance data from TO 1C-17A-1-1 for accurate estimates. As part of the premission configuration, the researcher selected C-17A, 80,000 pounds of fuel at engine
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start, zero pounds of cargo, 2,500 pounds of fuel for engine start, taxi and takeoff, and
500 pounds of fuel for the approach and landing.
The researcher created the flight profile with reference to the Charleston AFB
In-Flight Guide, which provides information and guidelines for aircrew operations in
the local flying training area. The profile consisted of a departure to 11,000 feet,
descent to a tactical low-level route, climb to 26,000 feet for air refueling with a KC135, then descent for an approach to Charleston AFB (see Appendix C). Additionally,
the researcher planned the flight using calm winds, and decreased temperature by two
degrees Celsius per 1,000 feet of altitude at waypoints throughout the flight.
After the creation of the flight profile, the researcher input a temperature of -4
degrees Celsius (20 degrees below standard day, the lower limit for CFPS) for
Charleston AFB at the takeoff and landing waypoints, and decreased the temperature
accordingly at other waypoints throughout the route. The researcher did this 39 more
times until reaching 35 degrees Celsius (20 degrees above standard day, the upper
limit for CFPS), and recorded the fuel consumed for each iteration. Temperature and
fuel consumed were input into Microsoft Excel 2010®. Figure 16 and 17 below contain
the resulting scatterplot and regression.
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Figure 16. Fuel Consumed by Temperature

Figure 17. Fuel Consumed by Temperature Regression Model

Based on the coefficient values above, the equation for fuel consumed during
the four-hour flight profile at Charleston AFB is:
ω = β0 + β1ά,
where ω = fuel consumed in pounds
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(3)

The fuel consumed equation contains an R-Squared value of 0.9947, which
suggests temperature can predict fuel consumed with extreme accuracy. The fuel
consumed over the 4-hour flight changes by approximately 72 pounds of fuel (10.7
gallons) for every degree Celsius, with a minimum regression value of 58,723 pounds
of fuel at -4 degrees Celsius and a maximum regression value of 61,544 pounds of fuel
at 35 degrees Celsius. The difference between the minimum and maximum value is
2,821 pounds of fuel (421 gallons).

Table 5. Fuel Consumed During the Four-Hour Flight throughout the Year

Table 5 above combines the information found in Table 4 with Equation 7, to
provide an estimation of fuel consumed during the four-hour flight for each hour of the
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day at Charleston AFB throughout the year. As in Table 4, on average, 5:00 AM
yields the lowest fuel consumption of the day and 2:00 PM yields the highest fuel
consumption of the day. January at 6:00 AM registers the lowest fuel consumption of
the year (59,457 pounds of fuel), and July at 2:00 PM registers the highest fuel
consumption of the year (61,266 pounds of fuel). The methodology used to show the
differences in fuel consumption when compared against a baseline time of day will be
detailed next.
Comparing Fuel Consumption against Baseline Time of Day
After development of the temperature and fuel consumption models for
Charleston AFB, the primary goal of this research was to identify a baseline time of day
and make comparisons of fuel consumption by shifting the baseline time earlier or later
in the day. The researcher used the AMC Fuel Efficiency Office’s Air Force Fuel
Tracker to establish the baseline time of day, but first needed to narrow the 153,501 C-17
flights to a representative sample. The researcher was able to narrow the list to 24,581 by
filtering only “Training” MDS type and mission class flights, and to 6,516 after filtering
“437 AW” as the aircraft wing and “315 AW and 437 AW” as the aircrew wing.
Filtering out “OGS” (Special Operations Low Level) flights brought the list to 6,370.
These types of flights are Joint Chiefs of Staff directed, and there is not much flexibility
to alter their times. Filtering only entries that departed and arrived at Charleston AFB
yielded 4,074 entries, and 3,264 remained after removing airdrop flights. Finally, after
filtering flights that did not tanker any fuel, had less than 5,000 pounds of cargo, and did
not divert, the final list was narrowed to 3,007 C-17 airland training flights.
The methodology added columns for the narrowed list of C-17 airland training
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flights to convert the departure and arrival times from Greenwich Mean Time to
Eastern Standard Time, and to calculate the midpoint time of each flight by averaging
the departure and arrival times. Additionally, the researcher created columns to
identify each month’s hottest and coldest hour of the day to display on each month’s
scatterplot. Figure 18 depicts July’s midpoint times for each flight, and the remaining
months are located in Appendix D.

Figure 18. July Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Scatterplot

Note that the morning flights in July appear centered around 11:00 AM and the
evening flights appear centered around 8:00 PM. An analysis of the descriptive
statistics in Table 6 below confirm the mean midpoint flight time for the 184 flights in
July as 14.55 hours (2:33 PM), and the mean midpoint flight time for the 121 flights
between 7:00 AM and 4:00 PM in July as 11.34 hours (11:20 AM). These times will
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serve as the baseline times of day for July.

Table 6. July Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Descriptive Statistics

The researcher then created a table similar to Table 5 above. In the cell
containing the baseline time of day for July, the researcher multiplied the fuel consumed
during the four-hour flight by the average amount of flights for July each year, to equal
the average amount of fuel consumed at that baseline time each year. The average
amount of fuel consumed at other hours of the day in July were then subtracted from
the average amount of fuel consumed at the baseline time, to provide the differences in
fuel consumed by shifting the baseline time earlier or later in the day. This process was
accomplished for the other months of the year, and columns were created to display total
annual savings in fuel and cost, and savings per flight in fuel and cost, that could be
realized by shifting training flights at Charleston AFB earlier or later in the day. The
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researcher created this table so that C-17 flight schedulers at Charleston AFB could
have visibility of how efficiently they are scheduling flights, and see how much fuel
they could save by flying at different times of the day.
Assumptions and Limitations
This research assumes that the information provided by Weather Underground,
CFPS, and the AMC Fuel Efficiency Office’s Air Force Fuel Tracker is correct and
accurate. Additionally, this research assumes the results of the Charleston AFB
temperature regression equations are representative of the temperatures the aircrews
actually experienced, and the temperatures aircrews will experience during future
flights. The researcher also assumes that future airland training flights at Charleston
AFB will continue to approximate four hours in duration.
The amount of historical records contained in the AMC Fuel Efficiency
Office’s Air Force Fuel Tracker is extensive, and time constraints prevented analysis of
it all. The researcher selected a specific aircraft (C-17), short time period (October
2010 through April 2014), location (Charleston AFB), and flight type (training flights)
to demonstrate the potential savings across the entire year for all C-17 training flights,
and ultimately all C-17 flight types in general. While the results demonstrate past
savings for C-17 training flights at Charleston AFB, the model should serve as a
framework to calculate potential savings for all AMC aircraft and flight types.
The models presented in this methodology also assume that the density of JP-8
fuel remains constant with a conversion factor of 6.7 pounds per gallon. Fuel density
normally changes with temperature, and this assumption falls within the acceptable JP8 product range of 6.4521 and 6.9941 pounds per gallon. The price point at Charleston
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AFB for JP-8 was $3.70 per gallon, which equates to the standard fuel price in dollars
for Fiscal Year 2015 according to DLA-Energy.
A limitation of this research is that the AMC Fuel Efficiency Office’s Air Force
Fuel Tracker data does not isolate other factors that affect fuel consumption. Examples of
these factors include altitudes flown (planned and actual), winds at flight level, and the
way the pilots actually flew the aircraft (excess angles of bank, inefficient climb and
descent schedules, and inefficient airspeeds for example). Due to this lack of information,
this research assumes optimally planned and flown flights.
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IV. Analysis and Results

Starting with 153,501 C-17 flights, and examining 3,007 C-17 training flights at
Charleston AFB, the results highlight that shifting the baseline time earlier or later in the
day would save fuel. Tables 7 and 8 show the historical data results.
Table 7 assumes that the evening flights with midpoint flight times after 4:00 PM
were scheduled well past the hottest time of the day, and shifting the baseline for those
flights would have little effect. This table focused on the flights with midpoint flight
times between 7:00 AM and 4:00 PM. The baseline times of day for those flights fell
between 11:05 AM and 11:56 PM for each month, and are highlighted yellow on the
table. Since the baseline times of day for those flights is prior to the hottest time of day,
shifting the baseline times earlier results in increased fuel savings until reaching 5:00 AM
or 6:00 AM, each month’s coldest time of day. The green numbers in each monthly
column are the potential monthly fuel savings (pounds) if the average amount of flights
each month remains true, and the green numbers in the fuel savings column are the
potential annual fuel savings if the annual baseline time of day shifts to that time. Also
included in Table 7 are potential fuel savings per flight, potential annual cost savings
(dollars), and potential cost savings per flight. Note that shifting the baseline time of
these flights earlier to 5:00 AM yields the greatest annual fuel savings, at 241,959
pounds of fuel ($133,619).
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Table 7. Fuel and Cost Savings by Shifting Flights between 7:00 AM and 4:00 PM

Table 8 assumes that shifting the baseline time of day for all 3,007 C-17 training
flights, not just the ones between 7:00 AM and 4:00 PM, results in increased fuel savings.
The baseline times of day for all flights fell between 2:26 PM and 3:20 PM for each
month, and are highlighted yellow on the table. Since the baseline times of day for those
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flights is coincident with the hottest times of day, shifting the baseline times earlier or
later results in increased fuel savings until reaching 5:00 AM or 6:00 AM, each month’s
coldest time of day. The green numbers in each column indicate the same potential fuel
and cost savings as in Table 7. Note that shifting the baseline time of these flights
earlier to 5:00 AM yields the greatest annual fuel savings, at 498,686 pounds of fuel
($275,394).
Looking at Table 7 above, shifting the baseline time of C-17 training flights
between 7:00 AM and 4:00 PM to 5:00 AM achieves the greatest annual fuel savings.
By shifting to this extreme, there would essentially be two night flights each day; one in
the early morning and one at its normal evening time, leaving a large period of time in
between flights. In comparison, shifting the baseline time of all C-17 training flights to
5:00 AM achieves the greatest annual fuel savings in Table 8. By shifting all flights
nine to ten hours earlier to this extreme, there will still be a day flight and a night flight;
the night flight will occur early in the morning and the day flight will occur around
10:00 AM, leaving the same times in between flights as before. While the results of
Table 8 yield twice the potential fuel and cost savings as the results of Table 7, which
solution is better? The next section will discuss conclusions and recommendations for
this research.
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Table 8. Fuel and Cost Savings by Shifting All Flights
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions of Research
The USAF is the largest user of aviation fuel in the DoD, and air mobility
operations consume the greatest amount. AMC has made considerable improvements to
support the Air Force Energy Strategic Plan for a 10 percent efficiency improvement by
the year 2020, but was in search of the cause for decreased fuel efficiency during the
summer months of June through August. This research hypothesized that AMC is not
scheduling flights during the optimal times of the day to minimize fuel consumption, and
that there is a potential for significant cost savings within AMC and the USAF by making
a concerted effort to shift flight times away from the hottest times of the day. Indeed,
temperature’s effect on fuel consumption was missing from the equations.
From a temperature standpoint, the optimal times during the day to schedule
flights to minimize fuel consumption are when the temperatures are coolest. In general,
5:00 AM is the most optimal time of the day to schedule a C-17 flight at Charleston AFB,
and 2:00 PM is the least optimal time. On average, 603 pounds of fuel (90 gallons) are
saved by shifting the midpoint time of a four-hour C-17 training flight from the least
optimal time to the most optimal time, and an annual fuel savings of 498,686 pounds of
fuel ($275,394) could be realized by shifting the baseline time of 3,007 selected C-17
flights to this time. Extrapolated to the 6,516 C-17 training flights operated by the
315th and 437th AWs at Charleston AFB between October 2010 and April 2014, the
potential exists to save 3,878,537 pounds of fuel ($2,141,878) over the same time
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period by shifting the baseline to this time, the equivalent of the fuel required for 65
four-hour training flights.
At Charleston AFB, the optimal times during the day to schedule flights to
minimize fuel consumption are also affected by month of the year. Generally, January is
the most optimal month of the year to schedule a C-17 flight at Charleston AFB, and July
is the least optimal month. On average, 1,279 pounds of fuel (191 gallons) are saved by
shifting the midpoint time of a four-hour C-17 training flight in July to the same time in
January. Additionally, a maximum of 1,809 pounds of fuel (270 gallons) are saved by
shifting the midpoint time from the least optimal time in July to the most optimal time in
January. Finally, an average of 1,028 pounds of fuel (153 gallons) are saved by shifting
the midpoint time from the most optimal time between May and August to the most
optimal time between November and February; 940 pounds of fuel (140 gallons) are
saved by shifting the midpoint time from the least optimal times of those same months.
With the hypothesis and research questions answered, recommendations for policy
options will be addressed next.
Recommendations for Policy Options
It is imperative that Charleston AFB alter its training flight schedules to increase
fuel efficiency and reduce fuel consumption. Recommendations for policy options
include decreasing the amount of day training flights and increasing the amount of night
training flights, decreasing the amount of summer training flights (May through August)
and increasing the amount of winter training flights (November through February), and
applying a similar methodology to ALL flights originating from Charleston AFB.
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If the decision is made to shift the baseline time of all C-17 training flights to
5:00 AM for maximum savings, the average midpoint time of the day flights would shift
to approximately 1:20 AM and the average midpoint time of the night flights would shift
to approximately 10:00 AM. There would still be day flights and night flights each day,
and the main difference is that the amount of night flights increases two-fold. Night
flying is inherently more difficult than day flying, and the opportunity for increased night
flights would help to improve aircrew familiarity and proficiency. Additionally, many C17 training events accomplished at night are able to be “dual-logged” for the
corresponding day events; increasing the amount of training at night decreases the
amount of flights required for each pilot and loadmaster, further reducing fuel
consumption. However, a disadvantage of shifting the baseline time of all C-17 training
flights to the optimal time concerns Operational Risk Management (ORM). On average,
the show time for the night flights would be approximately 8:35 PM and the show time
for the day flights would be approximately 5:15 AM. Both of these show times fall in the
“high” risk category, requiring squadron commander approval to execute. Risks must be
mitigated whenever possible, so unless aircrew circadian rhythms are aligned for night
operations, a shift to a show time prior to 8:00 PM and after 5:30 AM would be preferred
for a slight reduction in savings.
C-17 pilots and loadmasters must accomplish numerous monthly, quarterly, and
semi-annual training events, and AW training flight hours are allocated to accomplish
them. The majority of the training events are required semi-annually, yet the average
amount of Charleston AFB training flights per month is similar. Every summer training
flight (May through August) that is shifted to the winter months (November through
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February) saves approximately 1,000 pounds of fuel (approximately 150 gallons), with a
maximum of 1,809 pounds of fuel (270 gallons) saved by shifting the midpoint time from
the least optimal time in July to the most optimal time in January. The decision to
decrease the amount of summer training flights and increase the amount of winter
training flights would significantly reduce fuel consumption, yet allow completion of
semi-annual training events at the beginning of the first semi-annual period and the end
of the second semi-annual period. That said, summer training flights cannot be
completely removed, as a small amount are needed to accomplish flight evaluations, as
well as monthly and last minute semi-annual training events. The fuel savings would be
exponentially increased if combined with a shift in baseline time towards the most
optimal time of the day.
Perhaps the greatest amount of fuel savings can be realized when applying a
similar methodology to ALL flights departing from Charleston AFB. The researcher
planned a climb out from Charleston AFB to 30,000 feet using CFPS. C-17A was the
selected aircraft, the aircraft had 100,000 pounds of fuel at takeoff, the climb was planned
using calm winds, and a decrease of two degrees Celsius per 1,000 feet of altitude was
assumed. Figure 19 below displays the fuel consumed when departing with zero cargo,
50,000 pounds of cargo, 100,000 pounds of cargo, and 150,000 pounds of cargo, for
temperatures between -5 degrees Celsius and 35 degrees Celsius. Between 283 and 603
pounds of fuel (42 – 90 gallons) are saved in January by shifting the departure time from
the least optimal time to the most optimal time, and 979 – 2723 pounds of fuel (146 – 406
gallons) are saved in July by shifting the departure time from the least optimal time to the
most optimal time. 2,896 C-17 Channel, Contingency, and SAAM flights departed from
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Charleston AFB between October 2010 and April 2014, and careful planning of the
departure times by the Tanker Airlift Control Center would reduce fuel consumption by
thousands, if not millions, of pounds.

Figure 19. Fuel Consumed During Climb to 30,000 Feet
Additional Recommendations
A few additional recommendations to increase fuel efficiency and reduce fuel
consumption are worth mentioning. First, flight planners and aircrews must be allowed
some flexibility to adjust flights on short notice to consume less fuel. They need to keep
an eye on upcoming weather patterns from AFWA, Weather Underground, or CFPS
within 96 hours, and have the ability to shift flights away from upcoming warm fronts,
cold fronts, etc. Ideally, refinements to the coming week’s schedule would be negotiated
during the 437th/315th AW Weekly Operations Group and Maintenance Group Meeting.
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Second, the 437th/315th AW should utilize off-station trainers (OST) to the
maximum extent possible, and especially during the summer months when temperatures
at Charleston AFB are highest. OSTs are active duty and reserve training lines in which
squadrons operate training tails outside of the local pattern area, and count against an
AW’s training allocations. The decision to operate training flights from a cooler location
would reduce fuel consumption, and afford aircrews the opportunity to gain experience at
a less familiar location with unique training opportunities.
Recommendations for Future Research
In order to realize the greatest gains in fuel efficiency and reductions in fuel
consumption, ORM factors must be mitigated. The first idea for future research involves
a study of “Home Station Show Time” ORM risk definitions. Specifically, why is a
show time of 5:29 AM defined as “high” risk, while a show time of 5:31 AM is “low”
risk? If pilots and loadmasters are afforded adequate time for crew rest and can assess
their sleep as restful, it is arguable that they have successfully mitigated the risk. The line
has to drawn somewhere, but there may be a better way to define it.
Second, while Charleston AFB was the focus of this research, there is a likely
potential for similar cost savings at other C-17 bases. A similar methodology must be
applied at other C-17 bases to determine the optimal times of day and months of the year
to schedule C-17 flights. Extrapolating the results from the 3,007 C-17 training flights
at Charleston AFB between October 2010 and April 2014 to the 24,581 total C-17
training flights during the same period, the potential exists to save 14,631,417 pounds
of fuel ($8,080,036) by shifting the baseline to the most optimal time, the equivalent of
the fuel required for 244 four-hour training flights. Additionally, a look into the
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departure times of Channel, Contingency, and SAAM flights at all locations is warranted
for increased fuel savings.
Finally, the applications of the methodology contained in this research is not
limited only the C-17. Temperature affects the performance of all aircraft, and applying
this methodology to all AMC-operated aircraft would significantly increase fuel
efficiency and reduce fuel consumption.
Implications
This research could result in an institutional savings of millions of pounds of fuel
and dollars for the USAF. It provides a methodology to identify the optimal times during
the day to schedule flights to minimize fuel consumption, and the effect that month of the
year has on these times. Flying during cooler times of the day reduces CFL required for
takeoff, increases the ability to carry more cargo, increases rate of climb, increases
overall aircraft performance for desired maneuvers, and shortens the runway length
required for landing. If AMC’s concern is for operations to be as efficient as
effectiveness allows, it will institutionalize the recommendations of this research. By
adjusting flight schedules to take advantage of temperature effects, AMC will be one-step
closer to the USAF’s primary energy goal of a 10 percent improvement by the year 2020.
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Appendix A: C-17 Regression Equations

Figure 20. C-17 Channel Flights (HQ AMC, 2014)

Figure 21. C-17 SAAM Flights (HQ AMC, 2014)
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Figure 22. C-17 Contingency Flights (HQ AMC, 2014)

Figure 23. C-17 Training Flights (HQ AMC, 2014)
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Figure 24. C-17 Exercise Flights (HQ AMC, 2014)

Figure 25. C-17 Other Flights (HQ AMC, 2014)
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Appendix B: Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output

Figure 26. January Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 27. February Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 28. March Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 29. April Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 30. May Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 31. June Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 32. July Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 33. August Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 34. September Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 35. October Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 36. November Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Figure 37. December Charleston AFB Temperature Regression Output
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Appendix C: Four-Hour Charleston AFB Flight Profile

Figure 38. Four-Hour Charleston AFB Flight Profile
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Figure 38. Four-Hour Charleston AFB Flight Profile (continued)
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Appendix D: Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output

Figure 39. January Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 40. February Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 41. March Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 42. April Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 43. May Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 44. June Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 45. July Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 46. August Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 47. September Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 48. October Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 49. November Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Figure 50. December Charleston AFB Midpoint Flight Time Output
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Appendix E: Quad Chart
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